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harmonic element called Celestaline within the chemical DNA. • Natural Braiding of the
chemical
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and progresses called Celestaline, that allows the body to upward in tone to a

high-pitched whine. Celestaline would move through the usual Biology Density 2 Light,
Density

3 Sounds, DNA, Celestaline and Atomic Transmutation It is the sound waves of Density

to watch the Celestaline come. It"s like bang! You"re here and you"re gone! You

It"s really fast. Celestaline causes multi-faceted hormonal changes that allow the body rapid
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interface DNA and Celestaline pro-duction, which allows the Angular Rotation of Particle Spin
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and formation of Celestaline Wave that carries the atomic blueprint into the D-12

resulting formation of Celestaline and DNA Strand Braiding, it happens so quickly throughout
the

Braiding, production of Celestaline and atomic transmutation, the DNA The MCEO Freedom
Teachings®
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held within the Celestaline Wave as a D-12 Hydro-plasmic columnar-wave blueprint,

atomic structure enters Celestaline Wave suspension and the consciousness, as a field of
aware
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DNA Strand Braiding, Celestaline production and atomic transmutation take place for
progressive activation of
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Merkaba, and the Celestaline Wave As previously mentioned, the Angelic Human DNA
Template, the
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the bio-chemical CELESTALINE (sel-est"-a-LEEn"). The transient, silica-based bio-

based bio-chemical Celestaline forms first within the areas of the Hydrogen Bonds that

Double Helix configuration. Celestaline is the "chemical of atomic transmutation". It is the

Micro-Merkaba Field. Celestaline "turns on" the lntron DNA Sequences (non-coding
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fuse to form Celestaline within the Nucleotide Base Pair Hydrogen Bonds, an incredibly rapid

sufficient amount of Celestaline is built up in the chemical DNA, to trigger the

the production of Celestaline from the chromosomes of the Strand before, yet another type

sufficient amount of Celestaline is produced by activation of the Turn-Stile DNA Sequences

between each chromosome. Celestaline production continues and accelerates in the DNA and



cell nucleus

the levels of Celestaline continue to increase, a critical mass of Celestaline is manufactured

critical mass of Celestaline is manufactured within the Hydrogen Bonds to sufficiently transfer
the

sufficiently transfer the Celestaline chemical blueprint from the cell nuclei into the cells (

the chemical-hormonal Celestaline carriers, Celestaline blueprint is transferred into the
bloodstream and all

hormonal Celestaline carriers, Celestaline blueprint is transferred into the bloodstream and all
chemicalhormonal systems
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Celesma As the Celestaline blueprint enters the blood and hormonal systems, a rapid
succession

blood. Briefly, the Celestaline blueprint causes chemical-elemental interactions to occur
within the nucleus

fluids and the Celestaline blueprint in the body cells cause the temporary formation of

of D-12 Celestaline conversion"). Celesma, or Celesmaic (sel-ez"-mA"-ik) Crystal,

the quantity of Celestaline blueprint transported by the chemical-hormonal "Celestaline
carriers" has

chemical-hormonal "Celestaline carriers" has reached a critical mass within the body cells,

begin. As the Celestaline blueprint reaches critical mass within the blood, fluids and hormonal

of the chemical Celestaline is composed of a set of complex, "staggered" particle/

units of which Celestaline is composed have "spins rates" that are faster than

atomic structure of Celestaline "Super-luminal". As Celestaline has an atomic structure that

Super-luminal". As Celestaline has an atomic structure that moves faster than the speed

Super-luminal chemical Celestaline is transferred into the internal organ systems of the body

chemical-hormonal "Celestaline carriers", the atomic structure of the body changes. Due to

electromagnetism inherent to Celestaline and the "positive" and "negative" electrical charges
inherent

sufficient quantities of Celestaline. The neutrons in the cell nucleus, which usually bear no

this occurs, the Celestaline enters its brief super-luminal particle phase, causing the "

the presence of Celestaline and its inherent fusion-sequencing instructions. Once proton and
electron

the super-luminal Celestaline blueprints via neutrons, the particle/ anti- The MCEO Freedom
Teachings
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the super-luminal Celestaline particles. The super-luminal Celestaline particles then revert to
"

The super-luminal Celestaline particles then revert to "wave phase", transmuting the



particle/

wave-form. The Celestaline chemical creates a super-luminal carrier wave, known as the

as the "Celestaline Wave", "Morphogenetic Wave" ~ or the "Maharic Wave"

Due to the Celestaline-sequencing directives, which allow the particle/antiparticle packages
in the

the super-luminal Celestaline particle, the fused particles and antiparticles temporarily enter
Density-4

bond to the Celestaline in its super-luminal particle phase, undergo particle/anti-particle

fusion with the Celestaline Wave, bond to the atoms of the Celesmiac Residue, turning
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DNA Strand Braiding, Celestaline production and atomic transmutation take place for
progressive activation of
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Merkaba, and the Celestaline Wave As previously mentioned, the Angelic Human DNA
Template, the
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DNA Sequences and Celestaline In the DNA Template, the Turn-Stile DNA blueprint is

the bio-chemical CELESTALINE (sel-est"-a-LEEn"). The transient, silica-based bio-

based bio-chemical Celestaline forms first within the areas of the Hydrogen Bonds that

Double Helix configuration. Celestaline is the "chemical of atomic transmutation" . . It
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fuse to fonn Celestaline within the Nucleotide Base Pair Hydrogen Bonds, an incredibly rapid

sufficient amount of Celestaline is · built up in the chemical DNA. to trigger

the production of Celestaline from the chromosomes of the Strand before, yet another type

sufficient amount of Celestaline is produced by activation of the Tum-Stile DNA Sequences

between each chromosome. Celestaline production continues and accelerates in the DNA and
cell nucleus

the levels of Celestaline continue to increase, a critical mass of Celestaline is manufactured

critical mass of Celestaline is manufactured with1n the Hydrogen · Bonds to sufficiently
transfer

sufficiently transfer the Celestaline chemical blueprint from the cell nucleui into the cells (

cal-hormona l Celestaline carriers, Celestaline blueprint is transferred into the bloodstream
and all

l Celestaline carriers, Celestaline blueprint is transferred into the bloodstream and all
chemical-hormonal
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blood. Briefiy, the Celestaline blueprint causes chemical-elemental interactions to occur



within the nucelus

fluids and the Celestaline blueprint in the body cells cause the temporary formation of

of 0-12 Celestaline conversion"). Celesma, or Celesmaic (sel-ez"-mA"-ik) Crystal,

the quantity of Celestaline blueprint transported by the chemical-hormonal "Celestaline
carriers" has

chemical-hormonal "Celestaline carriers" has reached a critical mass within the body cells,

begin. As the Celestaline blueprint reaches critical mass within the blood, fluids and honnonal

of the chemical Celestaline is composed of a set of · complex, "staggered"

of which . Celestalinei is composed have "spins rates" that are faster than

atomic structure of Celestaline "Super-luminal". As Celestaline has an atomic structure that

Super-luminal". As Celestaline has an atomic structure that move faster than the speed

Super-luminal chemical Celestaline is transferred into the internal organ systems of the body

chemical-hormonal "Celestaline carriers", the atomic structure of the body changes. Due to

electromagnetism inherent to Celestaline and the "postive" and "negative" electrical charges
inherent

sufficient quantities of Celestaline. The neutrons in the cell nucleus, which usually bear no

the presence of Celestaline and its inherent fusion-sequencing instructions. Once proton and
electron

the super-luminal Celestaline blueprints . / IS"·.
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the super-luminal Celestaline particles. The super-luminal Celestaline particles then revert to
"

The super-luminal Celestaline particles then revert to "wave phase", transmuting the
particle/

wave-form. The Celestaline chemical creates a super-luminal carrier wave, known as the

as the "Celestaline Wave", "Morphogenetic Wave" or the "Maharic Wave" ("

Due to the Celestaline sequencing directives, which allow the particle/antiparticle packages in
the

the super-lumirial Celestaline particle, the fused particles and anti-particles temporarily enter
pensity-

bond to the Celestaline in its super-luminal particle phase, undergo particie/anti-particle

fusion with the Celestaline Wave, bond to the atoms of the Celesmiac Residue, turning

and fonnation of Celestaline Wave that carries the atomic blueprint into the D-12

resulting formation of Celestaline and DNA Strand Braiding, it happens so quicky thrpughout
the
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Braiding, production of Celestaline and atomic transmutation, the DNA Template, chemical
DNA, Shields and
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held within the Celestaline Wave as a D-12 Hydro-plasmic columnar~wave blueprint,

atomic structure enters Celestaline Wave suspension and the consciousness, as a field of
aware
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8. Celestaline: A hormonal substance secreted by the body when the body
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